
E-CIGARETTES DON’T CREATE SMOKE BECAUSE THEY DON’T BURN TOBACCO. IN FACT, THEY DON’T EVEN 
CONTAIN TOBACCO. THEY HEAT AN E-LIQUID (WHICH OFTEN CONTAINS NICOTINE) TO PRODUCE AN AEROSOL, 
OR WHAT PEOPLE USUALLY CALL A VAPOR—HENCE THE TERM “VAPING”.

When a cigarette is lit, it burns tobacco at 
temperatures of up to 900°C.  The smoke it 
produces contains an array of harmful chemicals. 
By eliminating the burning—as is the case with 
smoke-free products such as e-cigarettes—the 
levels of harmful chemicals generated can be 
significantly reduced. Of course, this needs to be 
scientifically assessed on a product-by-product 
basis. 

Provided that they are scientifically substantiated 
and manufactured using the appropriate safety and 
quality controls, smoke-free products are a much 
better choice for adult smokers than continued 
smoking.

Smoke-free products are not risk-free and contain 
nicotine, which is addictive.
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SOME FACTS 
ABOUT E-CIGARETTES  



WHAT ARE E-CIGARETTES?

E-cigarettes, a handheld battery-powered  vaporizer, 
are one of several smoke-free  alternatives to 
continued smoking.  They don’t create smoke  
because  they  don’t  burn tobacco.   They heat 
an e-liquid to produce an aerosol, or what people 
usually call a vapor—hence the term “vaping”. If 
the e-liquid contains nicotine, so will the aerosol.

In order to switch completely, adult smokers need 
to find smoke-free products acceptable substitutes 
for cigarettes. For a smoke-free product to be an 
acceptable alternative to continued smoking and 
lead smokers to abandon cigarettes completely, it 
has to replicate the taste and sensory experience as 
well as the rituals of smoking as much as possible, 
and should in most cases also contain nicotine.

By way of this, e-cigarettes may also mirror 
some of the ritualistic and behavioural aspects of 
smoking, which can be important in encouraging 
adult smokers to switch.

Not all e-cigarettes contain nicotine, but the vast 
majority do. Nicotine is addictive and not risk free, 
however it is not the primary cause of smoking- 
related diseases. Nicotine-containing products 
should not be used during pregnancy or while 
breast-feeding, should not be used by people who 
have or are at risk of heart disease, are diabetic, 
are epileptic, or are experiencing seizures, and 
should not be used by minors.

THE BEST CHOICE ANY SMOKER CAN MAKE IS TO QUIT TOBACCO 
AND NICOTINE ALTOGETHER. E-CIGARETTES ARE ONLY FOR ADULT 
SMOKERS WHO WOULD OTHERWISE CONTINUE SMOKING.

Recognizing the role that science-backed, smoke-free products can play 
in moving adult smokers who would otherwise continue to smoke away 
from cigarettes, combined with the right regulatory encouragement and 
support from society, we can collectively deliver a smoke-free future.
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